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Abstract
In this paper, we address an inverse problem for the Korteweg-de Vries equation
posed on a bounded domain with boundary conditions proposed by Colin and
Ghidaglia. More precisely, we retrieve the principal coeﬃcient from the
measurements of the solution on a part of the boundary and also at some positive
time in the whole space domain. The Lipschitz stability of this inverse problem relies
on a Carleman estimate for the linearized Korteweg-de Vries equation and the
Bukhgeıˇm-Klibanov method.
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1 Introduction
This paper is concerned with the Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equation with a non-constant




yt + a(x)yxxx + yx + yyx = , in Q,
y(, t) = yx(L, t) = yxx(L, t) = , in (,T),
y(x, ) = y(x), in (,L),
(.)
where L,T > ,Q = (,L)× (,T), the initial data y is known and the unknown coeﬃcient
a = a(x) is assumed to be time independent.
The KdV equation,
yt + yx + yxxx + yyx = ,
was ﬁrst derived by Korteweg and de Vries [] in  (or by Boussinesq [] in ) as a
model for the propagation of some surface water waves along a channel. In applications to
physical problems, the independent variable x is often a coordinate representing position
in the medium of propagation, t is proportional to elapsed time, and y(x, t) is a velocity or
an amplitude at point x at time t. Based on the results in [–], if h = h(x) is the function
describing the variations in depth of the channel, then the KdV equation becomes (after
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Later, in [], the main coeﬃcient hyxxx was corrected by h

 yxxx. Therefore, it is mean-
ingful to consider the inverse problem of retrieving the principal coeﬃcient in the KdV
equation.
The KdV equation on a ﬁnite domain has been extensively studied in the past. Most of




yt + yxxx + yx + yyx = , in Q,
y(, t) = y(L, t) = yx(L, t) = , in (,T),
y(x, ) = y(x), in (,L),
(.)
which possesses a diﬀerent set of boundary conditions than those of system (.). In re-
cent years, system (.) (a≡ ) has attractedmany authors’ attention. The well-posedness,
controllability and stabilization of (.) (a≡ ) have been studied in [–].
In this paper we intend to retrieve the principal coeﬃcient a = a(x) of system (.) from
the measurement of y(L, t) on (,T) and the measurement of y(x,T/) on (,L). Stability
estimates play a special role in the theory of inverse problems of mathematical physics
that are ill-posed in the classical sense. They determine the choice of regularization pa-
rameters and the rate at which solutions of regularized problems converge to an exact
solution. The results concerning the determination of coeﬃcients for parabolic equations
and hyperbolic equations are relatively rich (see [–] and the references therein). Con-
cerning a dispersive equation, the results focused on the Schrödinger equation ([–]).
However, to the best of our knowledge, the only result in the literature concerning the de-
termination of coeﬃcients for the KdV equation is in [], where the author considered
the KdV equation with boundary conditions as in (.).




) ∩ L(,T ;Hs+(,L)),
Y =
{
y ∈ X | yt ∈ X and ytt ∈ X
}
.
To precisely state the results in this article, we introduce the sets
(a,α) =
{





w ∈H(,L) | w() = w′(L) = w′′(L) = }.
The following theorem is the main result of this article.
Theorem . Let a, α and K be given positive constants, y ∈ W and a, a˜ ∈ (a,α).
Assume that there exists η >  such that inf{|y˜xxx(x, T )|,x ∈ (,L)} ≥ η. Then there exists a
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positive constant C = C(T ,α,η,α,K ,L) such that
C‖a – a˜‖L(,L) ≤
∥



















for all y and y˜ satisfying max{‖y‖Y ,‖y˜‖Y } ≤ K .
Remark . Compared with [], Theorem ., the symmetry hypothesis on the initial
data is replaced by a condition on the trajectory.
Remark . To prove Theorem ., we need to establish a Carleman estimate for a lin-
earized KdV equation with boundary conditions in (.). To the best of our knowledge, it
is the ﬁrst attempt to establish the Carleman estimate for a third order operator with these
boundary conditions.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section  is devoted to aCarleman estimate
for the linearizedKdV equationwith non-constantmain coeﬃcient. In Section , we prove
Theorem . following the Bukhgeıˇm-Klibanov method.
2 Carleman estimate
In this section, we provide the suitable Carleman estimate for the study of the stability of
our inverse problem.
Let us consider the operator
P = ∂t + a(x)∂xxx + b(x, t)∂x + d(x, t)
deﬁned on
V = {v ∈ L(,T ;H(,L)) | v(, t) = vx(L, t) = vxx(L, t) = , t ∈ (,T),
and Pv ∈ L(Q)}.
Here b ∈ L∞(,T ;W ,∞(,L)), d ∈ L∞(Q) and a ∈ (a,α).
Consider β ∈ C([,L]) such that for some r >  we have
 < r ≤ β(x) and  < r ≤ β ′(x), ∀x ∈ (,L).
We deﬁne, for each λ > , the functions
φ(x, t) = e
λ‖β‖∞ – eλβ(x)
t(T – t) , θ (x, t) =
eλβ(x)
t(T – t) ,
for (x, t) ∈Q. It is not diﬃcult to see that θ satisﬁes the following properties:
∃C >  such that C θ ≤ θx ≤ Cθ and
θn ≤ Cθm for each positive integers n <m.
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Theorem . Let φ, θ and P be deﬁned as above. There exist s > , λ >  and a constant



















Proof Following the method in [], it is enough to prove (.) for P˜ = ∂t +a(x)∂xxx. In fact,
assume that we have proved (.) for P˜, we have
∫
Q
e–sφ |˜Pu| dxdt ≤ C
(∫
Q










By choosing s >  and λ >  large, it is possible to absorb
∫
Q e–sφ(ux + u)dxdt with the
left-hand side of (.), concluding that (.) also holds for P.






We then obtain the decomposition Pφw = Pw + Pw + Rw, where
Pw = wt + asφxwx + awxxx + asφxφxxw,
Pw = asφxw + asφxwxx + s(aφx)xwx,
Rw = asφxxxw + asφxφxxw + sφtw – saxφxwx – asφxφxxw.
(.)
Thus
‖Pφw – Rw‖L(Q) = ‖Pw‖L(Q) + 〈Pw,Pw〉L(Q) + ‖Pw‖L(Q).























































































































Indeed, (.) follows easily from the following equations:
∫
Q
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dxdt + IR, (.)
where IR gathers the non-dominating terms and satisﬁes the requirement that, for any





sλθw + sλθwx + sλθwxx
)
dxdt. (.)
Then we consider the boundary terms. Write
∫ T




















































≤ C(sλθ|w||wx| + sλθw + sλθwx + sλθ |wx||wxx|
+ sλθ|w||wx| + sλθw + sλθw
)
.
For any ε > , there exist s > , λ >  such that if s≥ s, λ ≥ λ, we have
|BR| ≤ ε
(
sλθw + sλθwx + sλθwxx
)
.
Now we estimate each term of the right-hand side in (.).
It is easy to deduce that
wx = –sφxe–sφu + e–sφux,
wt = –sφte–sφu + e–sφut ,
wxx = –sφxxe–sφu + sφx e–sφu – sφxe–sφux + e–sφuxx.
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Noting that u(, t) = ut(, t) = ux(L, t) = uxx(L, t) = , t ∈ (,T), we have
w(, t) = , w(L, t) = e–sφ(L,t)u(L, t),
wt(, t) = , wt(L, t) = e–sφ(L,t)ut(L, t) – sφt(L, t)e–sφ(L,t)u(L, t),
wx(, t) = e–sφ(,t)ux(, t),
wx(L, t) = sλβx(L)θ (L, t)e–sφ(L,t)u(L, t),
wxx(, t) = sλβx()θ (, t)e–sφ(,t)ux(, t) + e–sφ(,t)uxx(, t),
wxx(L, t) = sλ
(
βxx(L) + λβx (L) + sλβx (L)θ (L, t)
)
θ (L, t)e–sφ(L,t)u(L, t).
(.)
Since βx ≥ r >  and θ > , we can obtain from (.)

 s

















































































































































































































































Returning w to e–sφu, we can obtain (.). 
3 Inverse problem
We ﬁrst state the well-posedness results for the KdV equation considered in this paper.
Following the methods developed in [] with minor changes, we have
Theorem . Let a, α be given positive constants, a ∈ (a,α) and y ∈W . Then system
(.) has a unique solution in Y .
Next, the local stability of the nonlinear inverse problem stated in Theorem . will be
proved following the ideas in []. For the sake of clarity, we divided the proof in several
steps.
Step . Local study of the inverse problem. Let a, a˜, y and y˜ be deﬁned as in Theorem ..




ut + a(x)uxxx + ( + y˜)ux + yxu = σ (x)y˜xxx, in Q,
u(, t) = ux(L, t) = uxx(L, t) = , in (,T),
u(x, ) = , in (,L).
(.)
In order to obtain an estimate of σ in terms of u(L, ·) and u(·, T ), we derive equation (.)




vt + a(x)vxxx + ( + y˜)vx + yxv = f , in Q,
v(, t) = vx(L, t) = vxx(L, t) = , in (,T),
v(x, ) = σ (x)y′′′ (x), in (,L),
where f = σ (x)y˜xxxt – yxtu – y˜tux.
Step . First use of the Carleman estimate. Similarly to the proof of the Carleman esti-
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where P has been deﬁned in (.).

























































































































For s and λ large enough, it follows immediately that

























sλθw + sλθwx + sλθwxx
)
dxdt. (.)




























|Pw| dxdt – s R






















where we use the fact that  + y˜ ∈ L∞(,T ;W ,∞(,L)) and yx ∈ L∞(Q).


















































































Step . Second use of the Carleman estimate. Considering
f = σ y˜xxxt – yxtu – y˜tux,
y˜xxxt ∈ L(,T ;H(,L)), yxt ∈ L∞(Q) and y˜t ∈ L∞(Q), we have
∫
Q
e–sφ f  dxdt =
∫
Q
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Taking into account that v = ut = ∂t(y – y˜), the result of Theorem . directly follows
from (.).
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